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AstroSystems 

Global Bill Acceptor ST2 

Up to 32 different note denominations 

Variety of interfaces, including ccTalk 

Direct USB connectivity 

Barcode reading option 

Tool free access to note path 
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Low Cost Solution 
The GBA ST2 is a robust and reliable low cost bank note acceptor. It is a global 
product that can be used in all international markets through the simple change 
of a note guide, and is available with a choice of stylish bezels to suit a variety 
of applications. 
Accepting up to 32 different note denominations the GBA ST2 is well suited for 
large and multi-currency applications. Available with all industry standard 
protocols, the GBA ST2 is an adaptive solution to any bank note validation 
requirement. 
 

Direct USB Connectivity 
The GBA ST2 benefits from direct USB connectivity to PC based host machines. 

Utilising the serial based communication protocols RS232 or ccTalk, the GBA ST2 

can be simply integrated via a .NET software development kit. It’s USB port can 

also be used to download new software, firmware, or validator configuration via 

any common USB drive. 

 

Maintenance Friendly 
An illuminating note guide indicates the status of the unit at all times and a 

diagnostic LED provides detailed information of any errors. Benefitting from tool 

free access to the main note path, any potential jam can be cleared by hand, 

removing the need for skilled service engineers. The GBA ST2 contains recessed 

sensors, preventing dust build up, and features auto-calibration to ensure the unit 

remains at optimum performance at all times. 

 

Safe and Secure 
Using various wavelengths of colour, the GBA ST2 utilises a “Sense” network to 
provide a powerful discrimination technology, resulting in excellent first time note 
acceptance whilst guarding against false notes. The inclusion of both optical and 
mechanical anti string gates ensures accepted notes remain in the cash box. 
Available in all common industry communication protocols, the GBA ST2 is 
supported by a comprehensive PC programming and diagnostic package allowing 
bespoke configuration to your application. 
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